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ABSTRACT 
We consider the eigenvalue and singular-value distributions for m-level Toeplitz 
matrices generated by a complex-valued periodic function f of m real variables. We 
show that familiar formulations for f ~ L~ (due to Szeg6 and others) can be preserved 
so long as f ~ L 1, and what is more, with G. Weyl's definitions just a bit changed. In 
contrast o other approaches, the one we follow is based on simple matrix relation- 
ships. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Multi level Toeplitz matrices arise naturally in mult idimensional Four ier  
analysis. Given a complex-valued function f of m real variables which is 
27r-periodic in each of  them, assume that f is L l - integrable on a cube 
17I m = [0, 2¢r] m, and associate it with a Four ier  series 
f (x )  ~ ~_, ak ei(k'x), 
k~Z" 
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where 
k = (k  t . . . . .  km) ,  x = (x ]  . . . . .  Xm) , (k ,  x )= k lX l  .-b ... - [ -kmxm. 
The multilevel (to be precise, m-level) Toeplitz matrices are introduced as 
follows: 
A, = [ak_l] ,  
k = (k  1 . . . . .  kin)  , l = (11 . . . . .  Ira), n = (h i , . . .  , rim) , 
O<~kj , l j<~nj -1 ,  j= l  . . . . .  m. 
The multiindiees k and l satisfying the last inequalities will be referred to as 
n-admissible. For further reference, recall that A,, becomes a multilevel 
(m-level) circulant if 
ak--l = ak-/(mod n), 
where, by definition, 
k (mod n) - (k , (mod nt)  . . . . .  k , , (mod n,,,)). 
The matrices A,, and C,, can be viewed as having a nested block 
structure: At, consists of n 1 × n 1 blocks, every block consists of n 2 × n 2 
smaller ones, and so on. Obviously, 
A,~ ~ C N×N, where N = N(n)  =- n 1 ... n,,,. 
The classical Szeg6 theorem (see [9.]) considers the case m = 1, and states 
that for any real-valued periodic function f ~ L~ the eigenvalues of the 
(Hermitian) Toeplitz matrices A, are asymptotically distributed as the values 
of f (x ) .  The same is known as well in the ease of arbitrarily many dimensions 
(see [2, 4]). 
Keeping in mind these well-known facts, one might be interested in 
asking whether the same stands under relaxed requirements to f :  for exam- 
ple, when f ~ L. 2 or even when f ~ L a. 
Prior to thinking it over, we need to recollect the definitions. Let i and n 
denote the multiindiees 
i = (i 1 . . . . .  ira), n = (n I . . . . .  nm). 
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Due to G. Weyl, a sequence of suites 
{ h,n}, l~ i j~n j ,  j= l  . . . . .  m, 
is called distributed as f (x)  if it enjoys the following properties: 
(1) there exist numbers m ~ M such that m ~< h~n ~< M for all i, n; 
(2) for any continuous on [m, M] function F(x). 
) F (x ,n )  1 c 
lira n--,o~ N(n) = (27r),n mF(f(x)) dx. ( . )  
Here and further on, the multiindex tending to infinity is meant in the sense 
that every its component tends to infinity: 
n=(n  1 . . . . .  rim) ----~ oo ,~, nj--.oD, j----1 . . . . .  m. 
If f ~ L 2, then it does not follow that the eigenvalues of A n for all n 
belong to a common finite interval. Thus, to begin with we should modify the 
definition. 
Let us adopt the definition proposed in [6, 8]. A sequence of suites {}tin] 
will be termed distributed as f (x)  if (*)  holds for any continuous function 
F(x) with a finite support. In this case, we shall write Ai, ~ "~f(x). If the 
eigenvalues or singular values of matrices A n are distributed as f(x), we 
reflect his by writing )t( A n ) ~ f (x )  or o" ( A n) ~ f (x) ,  respectively. 
It is proved in [6, 8] that if f (x)  ~ ~ and f~ L 2, then MA n) ~f(x),  
while if f(x) ~ C and f~ L 2 then o-(A,) ~ If(x)l (for f~  Z~ it was 
proved in [1, 3]). We now put a question: does the same hold for f ~ LI? 
Note that answering this question is only a formal purpose. Above all, we 
want to present a new technique based on some easily detectable matrix 
relationships. 
Concerning the formal purpose, we should compare what we do with 
some constructions from [2] that allow one, in principle, to treat those f that 
are not necessarily in Loo. To this end, of course, there were some new 
notions (besides G. Weyrs definition) put forth in [2]. However, they were 
used only in a new, elegant proof of an analogue of the Szegi5 theorem. 
Natural interrelations between Toeplitz matrices and circulants discovered 
there seemed to be lost with L~o replaced by L 1. In this paper these relations 
are rejuvenated with the help of low-rank correction matrices. 
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To prove that A(A , )~f (x )  (for real-valued f )  we can build up a 
sequence of multilevel circulants C, such that 
, (a . )  ~ *(Cn) (1) 
and, simultaneously, 
a(c°) ~f(x). (2) 
Two sequences of suites {l~in } and { be/,} are referred to as equally distributed 
if for any continuous function F(x )  with a finite support 
E~__(~)[F(Ai.) - F( /x i . ) ]  
lira = 0. 
.+= g(n)  
I~t C. be an optimal multilevel circulant (see [5]) for A., the one that 
minimizes [[A. - C.IIF over all multilevel circulants. Through the paper, if 
n = (n 1 . . . . .  nm), then let a .  = o(n) signify that a, , /N(n)  ~ 0 as n ~ oo. 
Then it can be proved [6] that 
f~L  2 = I lA . -C . l l~=o(n)  ~ (1). 
It can be also proved [6] that 
f~  L 1 ~ A(Cn) - f (x ) .  
In the case f ~ L 1 we are not aware yet how to prove the property (1). In 
contrast to the L2 case, the key property [that entailed (1) previously], 
I IA .  - C.I I~ = o(n), 
is no longer valid for an arbitrary f ~ L 1 [9]. However, it will be shown below 
that the above equation can be saved after "'low-rank" corrections of the 
matrices involved. This appears to be sufficient for the distribution results 
under question to follow quite easily. 
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2. EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED SEQUENCES 
I f  f ~ L 1, then we ought to keep in mind that the multilevel Toeplitz 
matrices A n can  be not "close by norm" to the corresponding optimal 
multilevel circulants C n. All the same, we will prove that these matrices are 
still "close" but in a somewhat different sense. Results cited below suggest 
how to enrich the standard view of closeness. 
THEOREM 1 [7]. Suppose A., Cn, and A are N(n) × N(n) matrices 
such that 
II An - Cn + Anll~ = o(n) ,  rank A n = o(n) .  
Then 
~r( A . )  ~ ~r( Cn) , 
and, moreover, 
We can reformulate the hypotheses in a more convenient form. 
THEOREM 2. The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are fulfilled if and only if for 
any ~ > 0 there exist matrices An(~) such that 
Ilao - C~ + A~(~)II~ < ~N(n) ,  rank A . (8 )  < 6N(n) 
for all n with sufficiently large components. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use a componentwise multiplication of two vectors: 
h.x  - (hlX l . . . . .  hmxm), 
2O 
where 
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h=(hl , . : . ,hm),  x=(x  I . . . . .  x,~). 
Given a multiindex n = (n I . . . . .  nm) , we set 
27r 2~ ) 
n l  n m 
and denote by F, the m-level Fourier matrix 
F~ = [e - i (h" 'k ' l ) ] ,  
where k and l are n-admissible multiindices. Below we list some statements 
which are well known or easy enough to prove. 
1. Let c be the first colunm of a multilevel circulant C n. Then 
1 
C,, - N ( n~ F,* diag(Fnc ) F,,. 
Thus, the columns of a matrix 
1 
P . - - [  -- c 
constitute a complete orthonormal set of the eigenveetors of C.. 
2. Suppose C. is the optimal m-level cireulant for the m-level Toeplitz 
matrix A.. Then (using the scalar product of a Hermitian space) we have [5] 
( Anp~n,, p~)) = (C.p~,~), p~n)) 
for any n-admissible multiindex k. The quantities in the right-hand side 
constitute a complete set of the eigenvalues of C.. 
3. For any vector p = [ Pk ]T there holds 
l ft f t)l~,pkei'k't))2dt. (A.p, P) (2~)  m ~n ' ' (  k 
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4. If r = (71 . . . . .  T m) then the m-level matrices generated by functions 
f ( t  ) and f ( t  + -r) are unitarily similar: 
A. ( f ( t  + ~)) = Ua( ' r )A . ( f ( t ) )U*( ' r ) ,  
C . ( f ( t  + r))  = U . (¢ )C . ( f ( t ) )U* (T ) ,  
where 
U,~(r) = diag{e~"k}. 
The first equation follows from the identity ak(f(t + r)) = eik~ak(f(t)); the 
second one follows from the first and from the formulas for the elements of 
the optimal multilevel circulant {C,,}kl = [l/N(n)]Ear_s, where r, s run over 
all n-admissible multiindices ubject to r - s = k - l (mod n). 
5. Given a sequence of splitting 
An( f ( t ) )  = A l , , ( f ( t ) )  + A2, , ( f ( t ) ) ,  
C , , ( f ( t ) )  = C ln ( f ( t ) )  + C2n( f ( t ) ) ,  
for any r = (r  1 . . . . .  ~-) the matrices generated by f ( t  + r )  possess the similar 
splittings preserving the ranks and any unitarily equivalent norm of the 
splitting components. 
6. If p~n), k = (k 1 . . . . .  kin), is a column of the m-level unitary matrix 
P, then 
( h~jkj + tj nj) 2¢r 
Ep~,Oei(k.o) 2 ~ sin2 2 
= h , jk j+t j  ' h,,j =- - .  nj k j= 1 nj s in 2 2 
4. BASIC LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 < 6 < 7r, and H(6)  denote a cube with the side 
length equal to 23. Denote by /z,,(H(6)) the number of n-admissible multi- 
indices k such that 
2 ) [e l (  ~ ) 1 
max ~z_~p~")e i(k't) > N,n--------~, where c1(6 ) s in2m(6/2) t~lq k 
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Then for an arbitrary n there exists a cube 1-I(6) such that the following 
inequality holds: 
/x . ( I I (6) )  ~< 6ezN(n), c 2 = - -  
4m 
71" 
Proof. The statement of the lemma for the case m = 1 is proved in [9]. 





hnjkj + t j > 6" 
nj sin 2 2 nj sin 2 
Then, as is proved in [9], for any nj it is possible to find an interval IIj of 
length 2 6 such that 
4 
It remains to verify that the choice 
I I (6 )  = II~ x . . .  x I I . ,  
implies the desired estimate. 
LEMMA 2. Supposef~ Ll, f (x)  >1 0, and suppfc  11(6) c [ -~ ' ,  7r]". 
Then for the (Hermitian) Toeplitz m-level matrices A, and corresponding 
( Hermitian) optimal m-level circulants C,, splittings 
A. = Aln + A2n, C n = f in  + C2n 
exist such that 
max{HA~.ll2, IlC~.l/z} ~ c~(6)llfllL~, 
max{rank A2., rank C2. } ~< 26e2N(n ). 
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Proof. By Proposition 5 from the Preliminaries, we may assume that for 
any n the cube 1-1(6) is the very one for which the estimate on /zn(H(6)) of 
Lemma 1 is guaranteed. Consider a splitting of the columns 
P. = [e, . ,  
relegating to the second submatrix the vectors p(k '~) with those k that are 
counted in tZn(FI(6)), and set 
[ e;'. a.e . Oo] Aln = Pn 0 P*' 0 P~AnP2n ] • A2, = P, pLA ,  p1 n PLAyPen] P2 " 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, every matrix A, is Hermitian, and all 
its eigenvalues are nonnegative. Hence, 
IIAlnllZ = )tmax( e?.A,,e~. ) <. tr( e?.A.  el .)  <~ cl(6)llfllL~. 
When taking up the analogous plittings for the optimal m-level circulants 
C,, the upper estimate on IIC1.112 is retained the same as that for II A~.II2, 
because, due to the Proposition 2 from Preliminaries, we conclude asily that 
tr(P~nC~Pln) = tr( P~n A, Pln ) . 
LEMMA 3. Suppose f ~ L 1, f (x )  >1 0, and the Lebesgue measure of 
supp f is equal to 6 m. Then the statements of Lemma 1 are still valid with cz 
the same and c1( 6 ) dependent on the structure of supp f.  
Proof. Since the set supp f has I~besgue measure qual to 6, it can be 
covered by a denumerable (and eventually finite) set of cubes with the sum of 
their side lengths not greater than 2 6. For each cube we apply Lemma 1 and 
notice that the integral of a nonnegative function over supp f does not exceed 
the sum of integrals over those cubes. • 
5. DISTRIBUTION OF EIGENVALUES 
LEMMA 4. Let f >1 0 and f ~ L 1. Then for an arbitrary ~ > 0 there exist 
Hermitian matrices Hn( 8 ) such that 
Ila. - c. + n.(6)II  6N(n), rank n, (6 )  <~ 6N(n)  
for all n with sufficiently large components. 
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Proof. Take M > 0 and consider a cut-off function 
Set r u (x) = f (x )  - fM (x)- Then (with mes meaning the Lebesque measure) 
lim IIrMIIL, = 0 and lim messuppr  M = 0. 
Take up any ~ > 0, and choose M'  > 0 such that 
c 
mes supp r M, ~< - -  
2c  2 
Now pick up M = M, >/M'  such that ca(e)l lrMl[L , < 8. Take into account 
that the inclusion supp r u c supp r M, implies that mes supp r M <~ E/2c 2. In 
accordance with Lemma 3, we can write 
An(rM) = Aln(rM) + Aen(rM), Cn(rM) = Cln(rM) + C,2n(rM ), 
where 
max{ll A,.(r~)112, Ilcl.(rM) 112} < ~, 
max{rank A2.( rM), rank Czn( rM) } <<. eN( n). 
Since fM E L~, we have I I (A . ( fu ) -  C.(fM)II~ ~< eU(n) for all n with 
sufficiently large components [6]. This means that if A (e ) - - - -C2 . ( r  M) - 
A2.(r M) then 
II a . ( f )  - C . ( f )  + h.(e)I[~ 
=11[ A, ( fM)  -- c.(fM)l + [ AI~(rM) -- Cl.(rM)] I[~ 
< 211 a . ( f~)  - C°(fM)ll~ + 211Al.(r~) - C~.(rM)[[~ 
~< (2e + 4~Z)N(n) .  
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At the same time, rank A(e)  ~< 2eN(n). Since e is arbitrary, that completes 
the proof. • 
We now abandon the assumption that f (x)  is of constant sign. 
LEMMA 5. If f (x)  • R and f • Lx, then the statements of Lemma 4 
remain valid. 
Proof. If f (x )  = i f (x )  - i f (x ) ,  where f+-(x) >t 0 and f -+•  L 1, then, 
obviously, 
a . ( f )  = A. ( f  +) - An( f - ) ,  C,,(f)  = Cn(f  +) - Cn(f- ). 
Choose an arbitrary s > 0. On the strength of Lemma 3, there exist Hermi- 
tian matrices H, + and H,~- such that 
II A . ( f  +) - C . ( f  +) + H211 -< eN(n),  rank Hn+~ eN(n) ;  
II An( i f )  - C,,( f - )  + H~-II 2 < 6N(n),  rank H i <~ eX(n) .  
Consequently, if H a =-- H + - Hn ,  then we get 
IIA n - C, + HnllZF <~ 4~N(n),  rank H n <~ 2eN(n) ,  
and this completes the proof. • 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5, A(A,) ~ )t(C,). 
This follows from Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. I f f (x)  • ~ and f•  L 1 then A(A,) ~f(x) .  
Proof. By the corollary of Lemma 5, A(A,) ~ )t(C,). Furthermore, if
f • L 1 then )t(C n) ~f (x )  [6]. • 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, o'(A,,) ~ [f(x)[. 
It is sufficient o note that if F(x) is a continuous function with finite 
support, then F([ x I) is also. 
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THEOItEM 4. Suppose f(x), g(x) ~ R and f, g ~ L 1. Then A(A , ( f+  
g)) ~ f (x)  + g(x). 
To prove this, we need to take into account hat 
A(C. ( f  + g))  ~ A(C. ( f )  + Ca(g)) ;  
apart from this, we have to apply Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 several times. As 
a matter of fact, it will be an evident modification of the proof of Theorem 3. 
6. DISTRIBUTION OF SINGULAR VALUES 
THEOREM 5. Let f (x )  ~ C and f ~ L 1. Then for any ~ > 0 there exist 
matrices A,( 8 ) such that the inequalities 
IIA. - C. + a . (~) l l~  ~< eN(n),  rank a . (~)  ~< 8N(n) 
hold for all n with sufficiently large components. 
Proof. Consider the Hermitian splittings 
A n = Aln + iA2., C. = C1. + iC2n, 
Ajn = A7n , Cjn = f ;n  , j -~- 1,2, 
and note that C~, are the optimal multilevel circulants for the Hermitian 
multilevel Toepli~tz matrices Aj,. The matrices Al,, C1, and A2n , C2n are 
generated by the functions 
f (x )  + f * (x )  
Re f (x )  = 2 and 
f (x )  - f * (x )  
Imf (x )  = - i  
2 
respectively. Since Ref(x) ,  Im f (x)  ~ ~, it follows from Lemma 5 that for 
any ~ > 0 there exist Hermitian matrices Hj~ such that the inequalities 
I I&n - c~. + H n( )ll  ~ ¼eN(n), rank Hk.(8 ) ~< ½eN(n), 
k = 1,2, 
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hold for all n with sufficiently large components. It is easy to check that the 
choice A n = Hln + i H~ provides us with the inequalities we are after. • 
THEOREM 6. Suppose f (  x ) ~ C and f ~ L 1. Then 
o'(An) ~lf(x)l, A,, I ~ Re f (x ) ,  
+ A* 
A 2 ] 
a .  - a*. 
) ~ Imf(x). 
Proof. The statements of the theorem are fulfilled if we replace A.  by 
C. [6]. Now the distribution results in question follow immediately from 
Theorems 1 and 5. • 
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